GOLDEN NUGGET
CODE OF CONDUCT

The Golden Nugget enforces a Code of Conduct to ensure that all visitors have a safe and enjoyable experience every visit. The Golden Nugget is private property and management reserves the right to refuse service to anyone at any time, within the guidelines of Federal, State, and Local laws. The use and enjoyment, of this property is reserved for hotel guests and invitees of guests, retail, food and beverage, entertainment, and casino customers only. Use of the property by persons with no legitimate business purpose or violation of this code of conduct may subject the violator to eviction, trespass, or arrest.

• NO Trespassing NRS 207.200, NO Soliciting LV Code 10.44.010
• You must be at least 21 years of age to be in a gaming area, gamble, or attempting to collect gaming winnings. NRS 463.350
• You must be at least 21 years of age, to enter or remain in a bar where alcoholic beverages are sold. NRS 202.030
• State and Federal Laws prohibit the use of Golden Nugget chips or cheques outside of the Golden Nugget for any monetary purpose whatsoever. Chips and cheques issued by the Golden Nugget are solely the property of the Golden Nugget.
• Chips and cheques are for gaming purposes only and will not be accepted as payment for any goods or services.
• Any unclaimed or abandoned slot or video poker credits are the sole property of the Golden Nugget. The use of unclaimed or abandoned credits by anyone other than the actual owner is prohibited and may subject the user to arrest for a Felony NRS 465.070
• Firearms and other weapons are prohibited. NRS 202.3673
• Visibly intoxicated persons will not be served alcoholic beverages or be allowed to remain in the gaming or bar areas. Nevada Gaming Regulation 5.011
• Any gaming licensee or the licensee’s officers, employees or agents who have reasonable cause to believe that any person has committed a felony may detain such person in the establishment for the purpose of notifying a peace officer. NRS 171.1235
• Any gaming licensee or any of the officers, employees or agents of the gaming licensee who has probable cause for believing that any person has violated any provision of Chapter 465 of NRS prohibiting cheating in gaming may detain that person in the establishment. NRS 465.101
• Appropriate apparel is required at all times; to include footwear, shirts/tops, and pants/bottoms. Apparel that conceals one’s identity is prohibited. Management reserves the right to define appropriate apparel.
• We encourage our guests to take photographs of our beautiful property for personal use. Please DO NOT take photos of any live gambling game. No professional photography without permission from Golden Nugget Public relations department.
• The wearing or displaying of clothing, clothing accessories with gang insignias, monikers or identifications, including a specific combination of colors or symbols commonly associated with gangs, as those terms are defined by the law enforcement, including but not limited to the Hells Angels, Mongols, Vagos, Nortenos, Surenos, Arian Brotherhood, Crips, Bloods, or any criminal street club/gang or identified associate criminal club/gang is prohibited.
• Management reserves all rights.

The Golden Nugget appreciates your cooperation in keeping with our Code of Conduct.
We hope your visit is enjoyable and we look forward to seeing you again soon.